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Abstract. In today’s changing environments, organizational design must
take into account the fact that business processes are incomplete by na-
ture and that they should be managed in such a way that they do not
restrain human intervention. In this paper we propose the embedding of
social software features, such as collaboration and wiki-like features, in
the modeling and execution tools of business processes. These features
will foster people empowerment in the bottom-up design and execution of
business processes. We conclude this paper by identifying some research
issues about the implementation of the tool and its methodological im-
pact on Business Process Management.
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1 Introduction

In today’s dynamic market environments, the only certainty is permanent
change. The way that organizations have found to cope with such changes is
to keep their business models flexible. Business models are made up of business
processes and these are crucial in supporting a culture of innovation. However, if
business processes are left unattended and not consciously adapted to the chang-
ing environment, they become impediments to innovation [Prahalad & Krishnan,
2008]. Since the organizations’ products, which are released to the market, are
generated by business processes, having them flexible is important for coping
with market changes in an effective manner [Weske, 2007].

Current Business Process Management (BPM) approaches still work on the
AS-IS/TO-BE paradigm, inherited from the Business Process Reengineering
(BPR) era, which was widely used during the nineties. BPR is a top-down,
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holistic, and cross-cutting approach that takes months of analysis and impact
assessment to achieve. [Morgan, 2002; Cumberlidge, 2007]. The problems iden-
tified with the AS-IS/TO-BE approaches to business process management are
related to the temporal gap between the modeling and implementation phases
as well as the lack of involvement of the users. These problems have created
a gap between business and Information Technologies (IT), where the business
has always believed that IT does not understand the semantics of business pro-
cesses, while IT believes that the business has no conception on what it takes
for automated business processes to execute successfully.

In this paper we focus on the human-intensive aspects of business processes,
where human participation is required for activities operation, even if these ac-
tivities are automated. We present here a new approach to BPM, more human-
centered, following the principles of agile software development [Beck et al. ,
2001], properly supported by a collaborative environment, and we apply them
to organizational design [Magalhaes & Rito-Silva, 2009]. This research aims to
define an Agile Business Process Methodology and a set of associated Tools that
foster the collaborative and incremental design and implementation of work pro-
cesses. This is achieved by modeling the most critical business activities first,
activity by activity, and undertaking modeling and implementing business pro-
cesses in a continuous cycle that receives feedback from the real use of the last
implemented processes.

2 The Problem

In today’s business environment, characterized by non-stop and fast occurring
change, it is very hard to follow an AS-IS/TO-BE approach to Business Process
Management. AS-IS/TO-BE approaches assume a complete approach to the
design of business processes, meaning that it requires to completely describe
business processes both AS-IS and TO-BE, before any intervention can begin
(either technological or managerial). This gives rise to lengthy modeling activities
aiming at capturing a complete model of both the existing business processes
(AS-IS) and the new business processes (TO-BE). There are several reasons why
AS-IS/TO-BE approaches do not work as well as they should:

– Different people have different perspectives on processes: top managers have a
high-level perspective while users have more detailed perspectives. IT consul-
tants, on the other hand, have a systems-slanted view of the same processes.
As a result, it is difficult to get all the players to agree on what the process
definitions are.

– Top-down process design is driven by the organization’s institutional strate-
gies, policies and procedures and does not take into account the tacit knowl-
edge users deploy in operating the real organization. Type-based approaches
are used in top-down process design to model abstractions that represent the
common structure and behavior of several process instances. Using type-based
approaches to process design disregards the representation of tacit knowledge
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that is mostly gathered on a case-by-case approach. These approaches intend
to capture abstractions too soon and do not capture tacit knowledge.

– The organization and its rules and structures are constantly emerging and
changing. This requires intervals of (very) short duration between design, im-
plementation and automation.

– TO-BE approaches follow mechanistic models of planned change which, as a
whole, restrict collaboration and reduce the empowerment of people, disen-
gaging them from organizational responsibilities and delegating intelligence
to the Information Systems (IS).

– A business process contains many exceptions that take time to model and
increase dramatically the complexity of the model (i.e. the ensemble of the
business processes). Furthermore, most of these exceptions only occur in a
few business process instances [Russell et al. , 2006; Golani et al. , 2007].

– A technology-free process design is a näıve approach because it ignores that
there is an entangling between coordination of people and the technology used
by people in the execution of the business processes. The business process
design, in the absence of a technological perspective, results in processes that
do not fit with organizations real praxis.

3 Requirements

Within dynamic organizations, Business Process Management should follow a
new agile approach characterized by short feedback cycles [Beck et al. , 2001].
In their proposals about Organizational Design and Engineering, Magalhaes &
Rito-Silva [2009] suggest that organizational development projects (i.e. projects
involving design and engineering activities) should be planned and executed
through a series of small activities of short duration, such that after each inter-
vention a new observation is carried out to identify how the organization was
changed by the last intervention. The organizational routines contained in the
computer-based artefacts provide the required stability for observation points
to be created. Instead of strategic alignment of IS/IT, those authors propose
organizational steering. Steering emphasizes continuous analyses through obser-
vation of the organization’s evolution, making small adjustments between inter-
ventions, in moving the organization towards the goals defined by the strategy.
The engineering activities should be of short duration followed by the artefacts
integration in the organization, where design is a continuous activity and not
only a starting point but an ever changing destination.

The agile business process proposal should be characterized by:

Incompleteness

– The process does not need to be completely understood. Trying to completely
understand a process is time expensive, reducing the number of feedback cycles
and increasing the chances that automated processes does not conform to
organizational needs.
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– The process does not need to be completely specified in the sense that it is
allowed that activities not pre-specified occur in some of its instances. This
allows the instantaneous adaptation of process instances to the emergence of
new organizational needs.

– Incompletely defined processes should be executable and its execution inte-
grates planned and unplanned activities such that incompletely specified pro-
cesses will not limit the normal operation of the organization.

Empower people

– Processes should promote collaboration, creativity and intelligence instead of
restricting them.

– The system should allow people to perform unplanned activities and integrate
them with planned activities.

Business process design integrated with technological usage

– To avoid a situation of paralysis by analysis due to different perspectives on
processes, a modeling approach based on the operation of the business should
be enforced. This way, the different perspectives on process modeling will be
focused on bottom-up leveraging of the actual operation of the business.

– Integrate the execution and modeling of the process, such that the process
executor is also one of its modelers, thus avoiding the shortcomings of top-
down modeling of processes.

Design at the instance level

– It should be possible to describe processes on a case-by-case approach instead
of trying to model all the possible situations in the process specification. This
will allow a reduction of the complexity of business process models and it
will provide two views of the process: the type view, containing the expected
behavior common to all instances, and the instance view, containing exceptions
to the expected behavior present on the type view of the process.

– It should be possible to promote unplanned exceptions, described at the in-
stance level, to become part of the planned behavior of the business process,
described at the type level. This approach promotes the bottom-up definition
of processes.

4 The Proposal

Considering the set of requirements identified above, we propose an agile busi-
ness process approach for bottom-up modeling and implementation of incomplete
business processes. AGILIPO follows the principles of agile software development
[Beck et al. , 2001] and of organizational design and engineering [Magalhaes &
Rito-Silva, 2009]. AGILIPO is supported by collaborative modeling and execu-
tion tools that embed social software-like functionalities. The distinctive feature
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of AGILIPO tools is the integration of modeling with execution activities blur-
ring the differences between definition and operation of business processes. While
executing a particular instance of an incomplete business process, users are em-
powered to execute, on a case-by-case basis, activities that are not specified.

An incomplete process definition is specified by a set of activities that de-
scribe part, but not all, of the process instances behavior. A process instance
contains activity instances which can be either specified or non-specified, where
non-specified activities are called generic. An activity definition can either be
automated, when it includes the interaction with external applications, even re-
quiring the user participation, or non-automated. Automated activities contain
hardcoded functionality and require programming activities to implement them.

Figure 1 shows business process management stakeholders interacting through
a modeling and execution environment. The stakeholders can play three different
roles: executor, modeler and developer. The executor is able to conduct business
process execution either by making use of specified activities or create generic
activity instances whenever the specified ones cannot fulfill the current execu-
tion situation. The modeler is capable of changing the business process model,
specifying new non-automated activities. The developer may rely on these non-
automated activities and automate them by coding the interaction with exter-
nal systems. Note that executors, modelers and developers are roles that can be
played by the same person.

Executor Modeler

Developer

Modeling
and

Execution
Environment

Execute 

Underspecified 

Processes

Evolve

Process

Definitions

Automate

Process

Definitions

Fig. 1. Modeling and Execution Environment

When executors create generic activity instances they are contributing to
the business process model following a case-by-case approach. The generic activ-
ity instances capture business process exceptions, allowing the process instance
adaptation without requiring all possible situations to be specified in the process
model. Moreover, process instance adaptation occurs in the context of process
execution, where generic activity instances are integrated with instances of spec-
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ified activities. Afterwards, executors can tag generic activities and participate
in the creation of ontologies for the business process. Following a folksonomy ap-
proach, executors tag activities, share their tags, and search for activities based
on these tags.[Marlow et al. , 2006; Wal, 2007; Wu et al. , 2006]

Modelers analyze the set of generic activity instances with its associated folk-
sonomy, and generalize the exceptions over the existing business process model,
synthesizing a new version of the model. Once integrated in the model, modeler’s
suggestions enrich the set of specified activities although in a non-automated
form. Afterwards, developers rely on such suggestions to automate the non-
automated activities. Developers’ decision on which non-automated activities to
implement is driven by cost-effectiveness. Cost-effectiveness can be determined
by the frequency of activity occurrence in process instances or by the time con-
sumption in activity execution.

Model evolution is a concern of AGILIPO tools. Suggestions are synthesized
by modelers following a wiki-like approach[Cunningham, 2002], where new sug-
gestions leverage on previous ones, thus creating new revisions of the model. In
this way, AGILIPO intends to foster a knowledge creation process, organically
and incrementally (Wikipedia-like)[Riehle, 2008], where contributors are moti-
vated to participate in the modeling of an incomplete process by reading con-
tributions of others and continuously adding their own knowledge[Garud et al.

, 2008].
As an example, consider an online bookstore and the Selling process which

has three specified activities: AddBookToOrder followed by either PayWithCheck

or PayWithCreditCard. However, as a client goes directly to the physical store
and wishes to pay with cash, there is no activity that will cover such situation.
The employee may then create an instance of a generic activity and associate it
to the current instance of the Selling process. Afterwards, the employee needs
to assign this generic activity instance to a supervisor because she does not have
enough authority to receive the money herself. Therefore, the employee, instead
of executing this generic activity instance, addresses it to its supervisor. The
supervisor is then able to execute the generic activity instance created by the
employee and finish the Selling process. The specified Selling process instance
is terminated having two different types of activity instances: an instance of the
specified AddBookToOrder activity, and an instance of a non-specified activity
to cover paying with cash exceptional situation. As can be seen, AGILIPO em-
powers people to perform business processes according to their tacit knowledge
and allows responsibility delegation based on the roles played by the organiza-
tion members: it is up to the employee to know that in this exceptional situation
only the supervisor can receive the money.

Both, employee and supervisor can tag the generic activity instance with
keywords like for example Pay, Books, Money and Cash. That way, executors
that in the future get caught in the middle of such exceptional case, could eas-
ily find similar occurrences while searching for those tags and easily make use
of the same activity instance structure. Moreover, in further executions of the
business process, a generic activity instance occurs and has similar tags, then a
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modeler can decide to specify the PayWithCash activity in the model as a non-
automated activity. This would create a model evolution such that the employee
does not need to search for similar exceptions: the exceptional behavior becomes
a suggestion. Finally, the non-automated suggested activity PayWithCash could
be hardcoded into the application model by a developer automating for example
the delegation procedure.

In synthesis, AGILIPO tools support the modeling and execution of business
processes, integrate automated and non-automated parts of the process, support
both execution and modeling of exceptional behavior, and enforce a continuous
knowledge creation process around incompletely defined and understood pro-
cesses.

5 Social Software Features

AGILIPO strategy for business process modeling is similar to wikipedia’s strat-
egy for knowledge gathering [Spek et al. , 2006], blurring the distinction be-
tween consumers and producers of information. It emphasizes the synthesis of
the different suggestions to the business process model through collaborative
participation.

To foster collaboration among executors, modelers and developers, social-
software features are used to promote communication:

– Tagging - Create folksonomies around generic instances in order to add se-
mantic value to their content and foster business process model evolution.

– Versioning - The AGILIPO model is presented in versioned wiki-like pages,
keeping track of all suggestions made by modelers and enforcing suggestion
synthesis.

– Comments - Comments can be used to allow discussion when modelers do
not agree on business process model evolution and also to justify execution of
generic behavior.

– Ratings - Ratings can be used to gather executor’s quantitative data about
the suitability of the business process model for the particular business process
instance she is executing.

AGILIPO business process tools use two sorts of human interaction inter-
faces: type interfaces and instance interfaces. A type interface provides features
to manipulate the business process model while execution is done at an instance
interface. For instance, we can have an interface that allows us to make sugges-
tions on the Selling process specification and another that allows us to execute
a particular selling case, sell : Selling.

These interfaces include social software features to foster the bottom-up de-
sign of business processes. Figure 2 shows an example of a process type interface
for the Selling business process presented in Section 4.

The Selling business process is on its third version and the last suggestion
was created by John. A new version is created whenever a modeler changes
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Activities

Comments

The Selling process does contemplate
payment with cash.

22 May 2009 12:04

Jack reply

Accounting Information

AddBook
To Order

PayWith
CreditCard

Add Activity

X

X

Description: Process to sell books.

Edit

Edit

View Executions

View ExceptionsException Cases: 10

Name: Selling

Number of Executions: 57

Conformance Rate:  82, 5%

Next Version Last VersionPrevious VersionFirst Version

by: JohnSelling Process Type Page - Version 3 on: 11/03/2009 16:32

Execute Process Suitability Rate:      70, 2%

View Chart

View Chart

PayWith
Check

X

Fig. 2. Process Type Interface Example

the process’s name or description, or when he deletes, updates or creates an
activity type. This will result in a new version of the business process, being
possible to navigate between versions. Jack wrote a comment about the lack of
the possibility to pay with cash.

The type interface contains accounting information about the business pro-
cess instances. In this case it is shown the number of instances and exception
cases as well as the conformance and suitability rates. The conformance rate
is automatically calculated matching the business process definition with the
structure of its executed instances. This calculation is based on data mining
techniques. The suitability rate represents users satisfaction with the business
process definition when they are executing its instances.

Figure 3 shows the execution interface of a Selling process instance, which is
associated with version 3 of the Selling process type. The interface shows the log
of executed activities and their executors. It also prompts the executor with the
possible next actions. In the shown case, the executor had just created a generic
activity instance for payment with cash and tagged it with keywords Cash, Pay,
Book and Money. The user is empowered to decide whether she receives the
payment (Execute) or delegates it to her supervisor (Send to another User). On
the top right corner of the interface the executor can rate her satisfaction with
the execution of the process instance.
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Executing Process - sell : Selling (v3)

Comments

I delegated g1 to my supervisor because i do
not have the authorization to receive cash.

10 May 2009 12:04

Jack reply

addBook1 : 
AddBookToOrder

Jack

Execute

Send to 
another User

org1 :

You

Cash , Pay, 
Book, Money

Suitability

Fig. 3. Process Instance Page Example

6 Research Issues

The AGILE BPM approach is rooted in AGILIPO tools, which embed social
software features within business processes modeling and execution function-
alities. There are several open research problems, related with the design and
implementation of the business tool and with the methodological impact of its
use that should be addressed:

– What should be the AGILE BPM tool implementation model?
– How should be the wiki-like interface of the AGILE BPM tool?
– What should be the methodology of AGILE BPM?

6.1 AGILIPO Model

AGILIPO Model is based on business process models whose incompleteness is
tackled by simultaneously allowing new model suggestions and their respective
execution. Such suggestion making reflects flexibility requirements around the
implementation model while using social software features to smoothly synthe-
size the suggestions. AGILIPO tools should be built on a kernel containing an
integrated model for both automated business processes and suggestions. This
model should uniformly support several degrees of incompleteness and model
evolution. Several questions arise.

How does the combined model integrates specific business activities with
generic activities? How should we define such generic activities (pre-conditions
and execution procedures)? How does it enable the modeling and execution
of incomplete business processes? How does it support model versioning? How
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do we migrate process instance between different versions of the same process
type? How can instances be promoted to types fostering the bottom-up design
of business processes?

When deciding about the next activity to execute, the tool may advise the
executor based on the execution context and on similar past executions. What
are the best heuristics to generate recommendations?

The integrated model should support the execution of unplanned exceptions,
which include facilities like activity rollback and dynamic change of flow of con-
trol. How can we bypass a business process definition? And, how can we return
to the pre-specified behavior afterwards?

6.2 AGILIPO Collaborative Interface

AGILIPO Collaborative Interface should empower executors, modelers and de-
velopers to simultaneously model and execute business processes. Such collabo-
rative interface should embed social software features. To apply the collaborative
interface, upon tools adopting this AGILIPO approach, some questions have to
be considered.

Should the suggestion interface be a context sensitive user interface? For
instance, when in the context of a particular process instance it shows which
generic activities occurred in similar processes, fostering reuse and classification
of generic activity instantiations.

How do we seamlessly present automated and non-automated parts of the
business process and, at the same time, make them distinguishable in the inter-
face? How do we present suggestions on the automated part of a business process
but that do not override the implementation? How do we integrate execution and
modeling interfaces?

An important concept to support would be the sense of “neighbourhood”,
that is, who are the other users that also have a “proximity” relationship with
the context one is visualizing or editing. Who are the most frequent readers?
Who are the most frequent editors? Who gives the most comments? What other
models do these “neighbours” keep close?

6.3 AGILIPO Methodology

AGILIPO Methodology should foster the collaborative and incremental design
and implementation of business processes. To achieve this, we need to address
many research questions.

We all know the success of Wikipedia, a collaboratively created encyclopedia,
owned by no one and authored by tens of thousands of enthusiasts [Tapscott &
Williams, 2006]. Can we downscale the Wikipedia approach to the context of
AGILIPO, which is targeted for organizations, and where the number of con-
tributors is very limited? Can some Wikipedia policies, such as consensus, ad-
ministration, and dispute be used for AGILIPO? Do we need privileges within
the AGILIPO approach to moderate dispute? Will these privileges create a dis-
tinction among executors, modelers and developers?
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Bottom-up and top-down approaches are two different schools of thoughts
within the BPM field [Dean et al. , 2000]. Each one presents its advantages and
disadvantages. The research question which is raised here, is on whether the
AGILIPO methodology will enforce the bottom-up business process approach,
which is naturally embedded within its concept, or whether there is a need
to come up with a hybrid approach, that combines the best practices of both
bottom-up and top down approaches, without actually loosing the reality of the
working with operations processes?

Process incompleteness is a fundamental aspect of the AGILIPO concept,
but this raises a question about the degree of process completeness. When can
we decide that the incomplete process is ready for execution? Is the degree of
completeness the same for all types of processes? What type of organization
design can this fit?

7 Conclusions

Agility is being recognized as a crucial new quality for future BPM approaches
[Dreiling, 2009]. In this paper we propose a novel approach for agile BPM based
on the embedding of social software features into the business process model-
ing and execution tools. The distinctive feature of these tools promotes process
modeling as a continuous activity that is intertwined with process execution ac-
tivities, fostering a knowledge creation process that blurs the separation between
users and designers of business processes.

The use of AGILIPO tools will impact in the AS-IS/TO-BE paradigm: the
AS-IS model is given by the executing business activities while the TO-BE model
is given by the incremental changes proposed to the AS-IS model. As soon as
incremental changes are implemented, it is not possible to distinguish the TO-
BE model from the AS-IS. So, the steps of the AS-IS/TO-BE cycle are unified
in a single short duration step where the business processes are perceived AS-
Executing and become as incrementally TO-Extend.

To accomplish the AGILIPO vision we identified the need to have an imple-
mentation model that smoothly integrates business process features with social
software features and a user interface that preserves the wiki-like usability for
business process modeling. Moreover, it is necessary to investigate whether the
analogy with Wikipedia for knowledge creation downscales in the context of
smaller organizations.
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